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USE OF RANK ORDER DATA IN FUNCTIONAL MEASUREMENT
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Subjects estimated average value of angle pairs using magnitude estimations
or graphic ratings. These numerical response data follow a simple averaging
model. Functional scaling yields a linear relation between subjective and objective angle. The numerical data are then reduced to rank orders, and J. B.
Kruskal's monotone analysis of variance (MONANOVA) procedure is applied.
This allows a reconstruction of the original metric information from the strictly
ordinal information, illustrating the power of MONANOVA in scaling. Limitations of MONANOVA in testing the underlying model are discussed.

Functional measurement procedures have the ranks contain no metric information, and
been useful in the study of stimulus integra- it might seem impossible to derive any. Howtion (e.g. Anderson, 1971; Shanteau8; Weiss ever, fundamental work by Shepard (1962,
& Anderson, 1969). The subject is required to 1966) and by Kruskal (1964, 1965) has demintegrate several informational stimuli into onstrated the contrary: with sufficient cona single judgment, and a primary theoretical straints and assumptions, rank order techproblem is the nature of the integration rule. niques can, in certain respects, approach the
The integration rule itself involves two scal- power of interval methods. The present report
ing problems: measuring the subjective values supports the Shepard-Kruskal approach by
of the response and also of the stimuli. Func- demonstrating an equivalence between functional measurement provides a simple basis tional scales obtained from numerical refor the simultaneous solution of these three sponses and scale values derived from strictly
problems (Anderson, 1970, Figure 1).
ordinal properties of the same data.
All this work has used numerical response
JUDGMENTAL TASK AND MODEL
measures which, in the quantitative tests,
need to be on equal interval scales. Simple
A simple task of psychophysical integration
rating scales have worked surprisingly well, was used: Subjects were presented with two
but some response measures will not ordi- angles and asked to estimate their average
narily be interval scales. Functional measure- inclination. The obvious model assumes that
ment allows for a monotone transformation the subjective response is just an average of
to rectify the response scale (Anderson, the subjective values of the inclinations. With
1962b; Bogartz & Wackwitz, 1971). This a factorial stimulus design, the overt response
procedure utilizes whatever metric informa- to the two angles in Cell ij would then be
tion is in the measured response.
+ (1 — w)tj
[1]
An extreme case arises when the overt response is in the form of ranks. Of themselves, where st and t} are the subjective values of
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if Equation 1 holds, then the
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estimation, as has been noted (e.g., Garner &
Creelman, 1967; Shepard, 1966), lacks such
a validational base. The simple psychophysical integration task, despite its apparent triviality, has a basic theoretical role to play
(Weiss & Anderson, 1969). Simple integration tasks, it should be added, do not always
follow simple models. Thus, Birnbaum, Parducci, and Gifford (1971) and Kreuger
(1970) found discrepancies from simple models for averaging and adding two lengths,
respectively.
Second, the averaging model, if successful,
provides interval scales of the stimuli simply
and directly. Indeed, the row means of the
factorial design estimate the subjective values of the row stimuli on an equal interval
scale (Anderson, 1962a).
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The subject was presented with cards containing two angles, constructed according to a
5x5 factorial design. His task was to judge
their average inclination using two response
modes, graphic ratings, and magnitude estimation.
Graphic rating response. Each response was
a mark across a horizontal line, 20 millimeters
below and parallel to the long edge of a 137
X 72 millimeter sheet of paper. Two anchor
stimuli were present throughout this part of
the experiment. One had 10-degree and 20degree angles, the other had 160-degree and
165-degree angles. The subject was told that
the anchors corresponded to positions "about
here," 2 centimeters from the left and right
ends of the scale, respectively.
Magnitude estimation. A standard stimulus
with the angles 60 degrees and 120 degrees
was always present in this part of the experiment. The subject was told that the average
inclination of the standard was to be called
100, and that each stimulus was to be judged
in terms of its ratio to the standard.
Stimuli. The 5x5 design yielded 25 angle
pairs. The left angle had the values IS, 45,
75, 105, and 135 degrees; the right angle
had the values 30, 60, 90, 120, and 150 degrees. Each angle was denned by two segments of 30-millimeter length, with vertex
toward the left. One segment of each angle
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was horizontal, 42 millimeters from the lower
edge of the long side of the 127 X 203 millimeter stimulus card.
Procedure. The data reported here are
from the second and fourth sessions of a
five-session experiment, the other sessions of
which were concerned with similar judgments
of grayness. In each session, the subject
judged four replications of a group of single
angles, followed by four replications of the
25 angle pairs under one response mode. The
eight subjects received $1.87 per hour. Trials
took approximately 15 seconds for magnitude
estimation, about 5 seconds longer for the
graphic rating since the experimenter read
the response to the nearest millimeter on
each trial.
RESULTS
Averaging model. Figure 1 plots the raw
data means for the two response conditions.
The right-hand angle is on the horizontal axis,
and the five curves correspond to values of
the left-hand angle. The averaging model predicts that these curves should be parallel, and
this is approximately the case. The graphic
ratings are a bit more regular than the magnitude estimations, a recurrent finding in the
writers' research program. The plot of geometric means of the magnitude estimations
gave virtually the identical picture.
The statistical test of parallelism is given
by the two-way interactions in the analysis
of variance. These were nonsignificant, with
F - .91 and 1.31 (df = 16/112), for graphic
and magnitude ratings, respectively. Overall,
the data follow the model quite well, though
deviations in particular subjects or in particular components of the interaction cannot be
ruled out.
Nonmetric rank analysis. Since the raw
data appear reasonably additive, it is appropriate to ask whether they can be reconstructed from knowledge of the rank orders
alone. Accordingly, the 25 responses within
each replicate for each subject were ranked
and fed into Kruskal's (1965) MONANOVA
computer program. This program finds that
monotone transformation which, in effect,
makes factorial data maximally additive. Fitted values were computed for each replicate
for each subject.
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FIG. 1. Raw data means for the two response conditions.

The means of these fitted values are in
Figure 2, plotted in the same manner as Figure 1. These reconstructed data appear even
more parallel than the raw data, reflecting
the success of the additivity-inducing transformation.
Stimulus scaling. According to functional
measurement theory, the marginal means of

the factorial design constitute interval scales
of the subjective values of the stimuli. The
linearity of the curves in Figure 1, and their
equidistant vertical spacing, mean that the
subjective and physical values of the angle
stimuli are linearly related. Because of the
averaging model, this linearity reflects a corresponding linear relation between the aver-
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FIG. 2. Fitted data means for two response conditions.

aging response and the mean physical angle,
consistent with the work of Miller and Sheldon (1969) on average inclination.
It is important to know whether the transformed ranks actually recover the original
metric information. The additivity in the reconstructed data does not guarantee this with
a small stimulus design. Accordingly, scale
values were estimated from the reconstructed

data of Figure 2 in the same way as for the
original data of Figure 1. These two sets of
scale values are compared in Figure 3. The
left-hand angle was chosen arbitrarily, and
the marginal raw means plotted on the horizontal, with the transformed rank means on
the vertical. Except for a reversal in the magnitude estimation data for one subject, the
curves are approximately linear. That means
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FIG. 3. Comparison of two sets of scale values.

that the rank analysis has recovered the
original metric information.
DISCUSSION
The present results illustrate both positive
and negative features of nonmetric MONANOVA analysis. On the positive side is the
impressive reconstruction, from the ranks
alone, of the metric information of the raw
data. This is no surprise, of course, in view
of the extensive work on multidimensional
scaling by Shepard and by Kruskal. However,
it does validate their method for a case in
which the criterion was set by the initial
metric analysis based on functional measurement.
This last consideration brings out certain
limitations of MONANOVA, both technical
and substantive. At a substantive level, the
analysis is completely dependent on the assumption of additivity. If the additive model
does not apply, then the MONANOVA scal-

ing will not in general be valid; interval
scaling from ordinal data requires knowledge
of the appropriate model. And at the technical level, unfortunately, the nonmetric analysis makes it difficult to test whether the
basic model is correct. Two main cases require brief comment.
If only rank orders are available, no reasonable assessment of response variability
seems possible. With suitably spaced stimuli,
for instance, different replications must be
expected to yield identical rank orderings.
No variability estimate is then available.
More generally, any estimate of variability
would depend on stimulus spacing as well as
true response variability.
MONANOVA is not limited to rank order
data, but may also be applied to numerical
responses. A transformation based on cell
means would then allow a valid estimate of
within-cell response variability. However, an
unknown number of degrees of freedom are
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used up so that a valid test would still not be
available.
Valid tests could be obtained if MONANOVA were used with preliminary data to
define the form of the transformation. In particular, one random half of the data could
be used to define the transformation, the
other half to test goodness of fit. Alternatively, a power series (Anderson, 1962b;
Bogartz & Wackwitz, 1971) allows at least
an approximately valid test.
In short, the MONANOVA technique is
very powerful for the purpose of scaling, but
only if it is known that an additive model
applies. It is less effective at determining
whether or not such a model does apply. This
is a serious problem because there is considerable evidence for averaging processes in
judgment, and averaging models are additive
only under certain restrictions.
The functional measurement approach has
been primarily concerned with the judgment
model itself, additive or nonadditive. Scaling,
both of stimulus and response, is important,
but mainly because it is functional in the
elucidation of the integration model.
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